Scavenger Hunt

1. Find the brightly colored “blobs” on campus. What is the sculpture titled?
2. How many spices are on display outside of the “spiciest” student-run restaurant?
3. Grainger Bob’s favorite book is:
4. Soaring through the rafters of a building on the west side of the Engineering Quad hangs a plane. How fast did it fly?
5. Uggles knows where to go when the words and paragraphs just don’t flow. Name the place:
6. Where will you find a Community of Caring individuals offering support and guidance—especially during difficult times? Hint: abbreviated SAC. Name the unit:
7. Which spot on campus reflects 8 international time zones at once?
8. What epitaph is inscribed on the grave near the Main Quad?
9. At which library can you see through the floors?
10. Outside of which building can you find metal pigs, horses & birds?